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1. Hardware

The RICH high voltage system consists of a CAEN SY527 main-frame located in the

first floor, row 3, rack 2 of the HERA-B trailer in the West hall. The crate contains 10

modules with 16 outputs each, totaling 160 high voltage channels. Channels 1–80 are con-

nected by cables to the upper, channels 81–160 to the lower part of the RICH.

The system can be controlled by the front panel buttons and a (dim) 8-line liquid crys-

tal display, a VT100 terminal hooked to the serial-port (currently located next to the main-

frame)  and via CAENet, a fast, daisy chainable coaxial (LEMO)  serial line.

CAENet is driven by a VME module (V288) located in the RICH VME crate in the

second floor of the trailer, next to the low-voltage power supplies. The VME crate itself is

controlled by a CETIA (hb-vme37.desy.de ) connected to the rest of the world by

ethernet.

2. Software

To be able to remotely control the high-voltage of the RICH PMTs, two processes have

to be running – one server on the VME crate and one client on any computer (e.g. hb-

sunxx,  hb-crxx… ).

2.1 Starting the Server

The server runs now under control of proserve  and gets automatically started (if it is

not already running) when starting the GUI.

Manual Start

Telnet to hb-vme37  and change directory to /Oldhome/hb-slow/hv/rich . Define

the name-server for the rpm messaging system by typing: export HBNAMEROOT=hb-

con09  (you can also put this into your .profile ). Enter Start_Server  to start the

server. This directory contains two important files, config_link  and monitor_link,

that determine the default configuration of the RICH high voltage system. As their name
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indicates, they are symbolic links to config .db_xxx  and monitor .db_xxx  in the same

directory – xxx  indicates the part of the detector they act upon. Only the channels listed in

those two files can be accessed by the slow-control software.

2.2 Graphical User Interface (GUI)

Log in to an X-window system like hb-sun02  or any of the control room PCs under

afs and change directory to ~hbslow/public/rich . Also here the name-server HBNAM-

EROOT=hb-con09 has to be known. Start the user interface by typing Start_GUI .

Main Window

The following window will pop up. Hit the

Connect  button to establish a connection to the

server that should already be running on the

VME system. Once connected, the button will

change to Disconnect . The Status  display field

represents the condition of the RICH high volt-

age based on software limits defined in the

monitor _link  files. The State  display field

shows the condition of the State Machine Con-

trol (SMC) – the underlying control package

used in HERA-B for run and slow control. The

RICH high voltage control does not allow di-

rect changes of SMC states. The system will

come up in the INITIALIZE state, or – if re-

connected – also in other states. The disabled

Init  button will change to Setup .

Hit Setup  to configure the CAEN system.

This will load the complete parameter set from

the config_link  file and take about a minute

(ignore time-out messages). The system will go

from the intermediate state CONFIGURE into

the SAFE state. All voltages will still be off but

monitoring will have started. The picture to the

left shows the main window in this state. The

now enabled Init  button can be used to stop the monitoring and reset the CAEN. Once con-
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nected, the server can also be stopped by hitting the Stop  Server  button. To get the server

up and running again Quit and restart or hit Start  Server .

Hitting the Turn On  button will ramp up all voltages to their V0 value and (via inter-

mediate state PREPARE) put the system into the READY state. The button will turn into a

red emergency switch labeled Turn Off . The Init  and Stop Server  buttons will be disabled.

Monitoring Windows

A monitor data window, shown above, will open automatically or could be manually

opened by hitting the Monitor  button. The window shows the selected monitoring parame-

ters for all channels specified in the monitor_link  file. Exceeding of warning or alarm

limits is indicated by yellow or pink highlighting. The window shows the nominal, data-

base and actual values for the selected monitoring

parameters. Delta is a threshold governing data-

base writing (not implemented yet); WarLo/hi and

AlaLo/hi are the allowed deviations of the actual

from the nominal value; if exceeded the status of

that channel will change to Warning or Alarm. The monitoring parameters can be changed

via the Change Parameters  button, which brings up the dialog above. Values entered will

change all channels specified in the target field

at the top of the main window. Fields left blank

will not be modified. Example: to change the

warning limit of channel 86 only, one should

enter ri/hv/lo/86  into the target field.

In case of any warning or alarm condition,

the status field will change color to that of the

worst condition and list in the second line the

total number of channels being in warning and

alarm condition. A main window indicating

such a case is shown on the left.
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Configuration Windows

A configuration data window, shown below, can be opened in a similar fashion by se-

lecting the parameters one wants to view and pressing the Configure  button. The window

lists the channel names and the nominal, database, and actual values for each selected con-

figuration parameter. Changes to the default settings are also possible by pressing the

Change Parameters  button. These changes will affect all channels specified in the target

field. Because the RICH uses different voltage and current settings for each channel a pos-

sibility to change values relatively was implemented. Additionally it was made possible to

update the current according to the voltage selected. The monitored current is simply the

Ohmic load comprised of the type and number of base-boards connected to the particular

HV channel (plus a safety margin of 5%). The change parameters window is shown to the

left. Channels can be turned on or off by putting 1 or 0 into

the On field. If the Delta checkbox is selected the value in

the field is considered a relative change. If the Ad-

just  currents  box is ticked the values of I0 will be changed

too. After hitting Apply , the changes will be applied to all

channels at once or, if any of the Delta  boxes is ticked, to

each channel individually which will take considerably

longer.

Using different configuration files

The file pointed to by config_link  determines the channels, encoded by their

names, and hardware address on which the RICH high voltage software can act. Currently

all channels (upper and lower) are set to their optimal voltage. To reduce the scope (e.g.

control only upper or lower RICH) one has to change the symbolic links by logging in to

hb-vme37 as hb-slow .


